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I. INTRODUCTION

The electrical breakdown of gases under uniform field conditions is fairly well
understood [1-31 in terms of the Townsend's breakdown theory. In most cases involving
uniform fields, the breakdown voltage can be estimated via this theory using basic electron
impact parameters (including electron attachment cross sections) for molecules in their
ground electronic sjate.5. Jl-3].

In contrast, a consistent model of gaseous breakdown under non-uniform fields is not
w ' s l i | | o - f ^ 1 ! available at present although substantial progress has been made recently [1-5]. We point
>. » i « >. *§ ^ c - out the possibility that electron impact processes (in particular electron attachment processes)
g-jfgi^^i)' involving high-lying electronically-excited states (6,7] may play a significant role under non-
"'g^^'c'sf " | uniform field conditions. Thus, such processes may need to be included in order to obtain
" B ' g l ^ ' E ' " ™ ^ . a bet^r understanding of non-uniform field breakdown phenomena.
*• 1 1 !s | S H jf 1 The general, breakdown characteristics of highly non-uniform field gaps can be
I g l e ' ! § ° - 5 « 1 illustrated by that for a point-plane geometry, shown in Fig. 1 [4]. It has been found that

~ ° 's f 1 1 I ° m e breakdown voltage for such a gap can be calculated by a simple streamer criterion [8]
• | -g g ^ |_ 8 S s if the pressure, P. is above a critical value. PT: for P < Pc, the estimated breakdown voltage

_ =. .̂  foun(J | 8 j to co inc idc w i t n ^g c o r o n a inception voltage, with the. actual breakdown
occurring at a higher voltage; corona discharges occur only for P < Pc. In other words, the
presence of corona in the pressure region below ?c seems to prevent the breakdown from
occurring at the predicted value.
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Figure J. General breakdown characteristics for a point-to-plane gap [4],

This has led to the term "corona stabilization" to describe the enhancement in the breakdown
voltage for pressures tslow Pc. Non-uniform field breakdown measurements in eases will
be discussed in Section 111.

In Section in. we will discuss the possibility that the "corona stabilization" (under both
negauve and positive corona) is due to the prevention of avalanche progression by
S ^ ? 1 " ° f ^ f e'eCtrOnS '° mOleCUleS i n «*fr h i g h l i W i l lf mOleCUleS i n «*fr highlvin, PW.rnnicallv.^ri,^ «Tat f ,

on electron attachment to electronically-excited states of molecules wis not
available up until the late 1980's, see below.

II. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRON ATTACHMENT PROCESSES

Recent basic studies on electron attachment to low-lying [9,101 and high-Iyine (7 i l l
excited electronic states of molecules indicate that ihe cross sections for these stales can be
orders of magnitude larger compared to those for the corresponding ground electronic states
n particular, electron attachment to superexcited states, SES, (electronically-excited states

lying above the lonizauon potential. I.P., of a molecule) is an extremely efficient process
For example, n was shown [ 11] that while the electron attachment rate constant, k. is < 10""
cm s' for the ground electronic state of triethylaraine, (CjH^N, (for electron energies < 1

f-rcA " " f o r M S E S ; * * e l e c l r o n attachment to the SES of triethylamine
(reA) is more than 4 orders of magnitude larger compared to thermal electron attachment
to SF6.

Furthermore, electron attachment tc SES appears to be of common occurrence in
molecules. We have observed efficient electron attachment to SES in saturated tertiary
amines (including TEA), nitric oxide hydrogen, deuterium, methyl iodide, and benzaldehyde
The general requirements for this process to occur are: (i) molecules must be excited to an
energy wiihin a few eV of the l.P. where the efficiency for formation of SES is high and
W) at least one of the possible molecular fragments has a positive electron affinity Of the
molecules we have studied so far. only N, did not attach molecules in the SES: this is
understandable since the nitrogen atom does not have a positive electron affinity, i e it does
not form a stable negative ion. * • « « « »

In our basic studies, we populated SES of molecules via laser raultiphoton excitation
11 l j . Resonant two-photon excitation of a molecule (via a low-lying electronic state) to an *



energy above its ionization threshold is schematically shown in Fig. 2. As a result of the
excitation the molecule may undergo direct ionization (the excited electron coming off within
- IOIS s) or formation of a SES. A molecule in a SES may decay via
preionizaiion/predissociation (the SES lifetime is presumed to be < 10'9 s) or it can attach
a closeby electron dissociatively [11]. In our experiments, the same laser pulse provided
molecules in SES and attaching electrons (via direct ionization and preionization), see Fig.
2. Since the attaching electrons and SES were produced concomitantly and in close
proximity, electron attachment can occurr prior to the decay of the SES [11].
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Figure 2. A typical two-photon excitation of a large molecule to an energy above its
ionization potential (I.P.). This two-photon excitation will result in direct ionization or
population of superexcited states (SES) of the molecule. A molecule in a SES (populated
via photon absorption, electron impact or by other means) can decay via preionization,
predissociauon. or by dissociatively attaching a close-by electron.

Figure 3 shows our data (11] for TEA excited via the KrF (248 nm) excimer laser line;
IS microns of TEA were mixed in with 200 Torr of N, for the data of Fig. 3. Nitrogen was
used as a buffer gas to lower the effective E/P (E = applied electric field and P = total
pressure) value and hence to separate the electronic and the ionic components in the signal
waveform (11]. The laser light did not affect N, (I.P. - 15.8 eV), but excited TEA (I.P. - 7.5
eV) to an energy - 2.5 eV above its I.P. via two-photon excitation. The positive ions
produced via photoionization were rejected using a 3-electrode arrangement and only the
negative ions and unattached electrons were detected [11]. The total signal. VT, of Fig. 3
is the sum of the detected signals due to negative ions, V,, and unattached electrons. VE.
Thus, VT is proportional to the number of electrons initially produced via laser
photoionization; some of these were converted to negative ions via attachment to SES. As
seen in Fig. 3, at higher laser intensities almost all the electrons were converted to negative
ions.

The basic electron attachment studies (9-11] have so far concentrated on electronically-
excited states produced via laser excitation; however, in a corona discharge these excited
suites may be produced also via electron impact [6,7], excitation transfer via collisions with
metastables or by light absorption.
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Figure 3. Laser fluencc dependence of the measured total, VT, and negative ion, V|,
signal and the normalized negative ion signal, (V,), (11] for TEA under the experimental
parameters indicated in (he figure.

HI. QUALITATIVE MODEL FOR BREAKDOWN UNDER NON-UNIFORM FIELD
CONDITIONS

In this section we point out that the enhancement in breakdown voltage under non-
uniform field conditions (see Fig. I) can be qualitatively explained by taking into account
electron attachment to highly-excited molecules and in particular to SES, produced in the
corona discharges.

1. Breakdown of Unitary, "Non-Electron Attaching" Gases

The streamer theories first proposed, independently, by Meek. Raether, and Loeb deal
primarily with electron multiplication via electron impact and photoionization [12]. Implicit
in these theories are two main assumptions: (i) electron multiplication must occur rapidly
to produce large space charge fields, and (ii) these localized discharges produce radiation
(light) which induces photoionization in front of the corona, especially for positive corona
[12]. Once a critical field is reached to satisfy these conditions, breakdown ensues.

The above picture works well wit, unitary gases that do not attach electrons in their
ground or excited electronic stales: breakdown occurs almost simultaneously with the
appearance of first corona. The so-called "corona stabilization region" (see Fig. 1) is absent
or minimal in such gases. In both positive and negative point-to-plane gaps the absence of
a significant stabilization region has been reported for He [13], Ar (13], and N, [13,14]. To
quote Pollock and Cooper [13], "In these gases the individual streamers are able to propagate
entirely across a short gap before a sufficient number of streamers form simultaneously to
give burst corona...." . Any evidence for stabilization in these gases observed by some
experimenters is probably due to the presence impurities [12]. It must be noted that for a
gas at atmospheric pressure, contamination of 1 part per million corresponds to - 1 0 " impurity
species per cm \

Therefore, in the absence of electron attachment to excited states the first streamers
formed can lead to breakdown. The above discussed gases do not form stable negative ions
via electron attachment to either ground or electronically-excited states.

<r



2. Breakdown of Electronegative Gases

When electron attachment to the ground electronic state is taken into account, the
streamer criterion can predict [8] the breakdown voltage for electronegative gases under non-
uniform fields for pressures above Pc, see Fig. I. Below Pc, the estimated voltage coincides
with the corona inception voltage, but the actual breakdown voltage lies at a higher value,
see Fig. 1; i.e.. for pressures below Pc, an additional mechanism for inducing an enhancement
in breakdown voltage is present, which comes in to play with the inception of corona. We
propose that the enhancement in breakdown voltage for P < Pc is due to the attachment of
electrons to high-lying excited electronic states of the molecules produced in corona
discharges.

At the onset of the corona, localized "mini discharges" occur in the gas where electron
impact induces ionization and excitation of the gas. In such mini discharges, as many
excited species compared to ionization events can be produced [15]. Thus, at a total pressure
of 300 Torr. the electron number density [16], and hence the excited species number
densities, are in the range of - 10" to 10'* cm° in various stages of discharge development.
Since the electron attachment cross sections for the high-lying excited electronic states can
be much more efficient (with k, > 10"* cm'3 s ' [11]) compared to ground state electron
attachment, under such conditions electron attachment to these excited states can completely
dominate even for a strongly electronegative gas such as SF4 (k, •£ 10'1 cm3 s1 for the ground
electronic state). Therefore, the stabilization of breakdown voltage under both positive and
negative corona conditions can be predominantly due to the prevention of electron avalanches
by electron attachment to high-lying excited electronic states.

Any electronegative molecule (i.e., a molecule which attaches electrons in the ground
electronic state) should display electron attachment to high-lying excited states, provided that
such states do not undergo rapid dissociation, see Section II.3. Thus, with a possible few
exceptions, any electronegative gas should display the stabilization effect shown in Fig. 1.
At pressures higher than Pc the loss of stabilization could be due to the shortening of the
lifetime of the excited species via collisional quenching compared to the electron attachment
time. It must be noted that, high non-uniformity of the electric field (e.g.. sharper point) will
lead to higher excited species number densities and thus small attachment times, i.e., the
stabilization effect is more pronounced under higher field non-uniformity.

We also like to point that the terms electronegative and non-electronegative may have
to be redefined since up to now they refer only to electron attachment to the ground
electronic state of a species. A molecule which does not attach electrons in the ground state
could attach electrons in the electronically-excited states, in particular the SES. For example,
while TEA does not significantly attach electrons in the ground electronic state, it attaches
electrons efficiently when excited to SES. see Section II.

3. Enhanced Stabilization by Additive Gases of Low lonization Potentials

It has been shown (2, 17-23] that the stabilization effect in gases like SF» can be
enhanced by the addition of a few percent of a gas with low I.P. for both positive and
negative points in point-to-plane gaps. In these cases the highly-excited states of the additive
lying both above and below its I.P. are populated by electrons with energies well below the
I.P. of the main constituent (buffer gas) of the mixture; also they may be populated via
energy transfer from comparatively low-lying electronic statss of the main constituent, and
by radiation emitted by the excited states of the main constituent Even though the additive
concentration is only a few percent, efficient excitation together with the ultra efficient
electron capture can lead to efficient removal of accelerating electrons from the discharge.
This is confirmed by the observed reduction in corona activity [17,18,22] in the discharge
with additives.



One of the additives used (18, 19) with SF6 is triethylamine (TEA) where enhancement
in stabilization was observed for both positive and negative points. The I.P. of TEA is - 7.5
eV compared to ~ 16.0 eV for SF«. Electron attachment to ground slate TEA is extremely
weak (rate constant < IO'2 era3 s') for electron energies of £ 1 eV [11]; electron attachment
data for electron energies above 1 eV are not available. However, we observed that electron
attachment to laser excited superexcited states of TEA is extremely large, rate constant > 10'}

era's'1 [HI-
In i very recent study reported in these proceedings, Chalmers et al. [23] observed

enhanced stabilization in SF, with different freon additives. Of the four freons studied, they
did not observe enhanced breakdown only in R116 (QFJ. This molecule seems to be
dissociating rapidly when in a SES: in both photoionization [24] and electron-impact
ionization [25] studies the parent ion CjF»* was not observed and only fragment positive ions
were observed; upon excitation to energies above the I.P., the superexcited molecule
dissociated rapidly via repulsive potential energy surfaces. Evidence for the inability of CjF«
to capture electrons via superexcited states formed in a corona discharge comes also from
a recent corona ion source mass spectrometric study [26]. In this study, ions formed in a
corona discharge were extracted into a quadnipoie mass spectrometer; the mass spectre of
a pure SF, discharge and a mixture of 1% C,F, and SF, were similar, i.e., no negative ions
characteristic of C3F, appeared in the spectrum of the mixture. On the other hand, a mixture
of 0.5% Rl 13 (CCKF • CClFj) and SF, clearly showed Cl" and C1F peaks in addition to the
peaks characteristic of SFS; this is consistent with the observed enhancement in breakdown
characteristics of R113/SF, mixtures observed by Chalmers et al. (23],

From the discussion so far, we can make some predictions that can be tested in
breakdown experiments: (i) CF, should not display a significant breakdown stabilization
region (see Fig. 1) in pure form or as an additive in a mixture with other gases, (ii) even
though TEA does not attach electrons in the ground electronic state, ions characteristic of
TEA (possibly C,H,' and/or GH,N~) should be observable in a corona source mass
spectrometric study on a mixture of TEA and SFf, and (iii) since we have observed [11]
enhanced electron attachment to the superexcited states of nitric oxide, the stabilization effect
should be present in nitric oxide even though the electron attachment to the ground electronic
state is extremely weak [11]. Furthermore, used as an additive. NO (I.P. = 9.6 eV) should
display enhanced stabilization in SF, or in other gases with I.P. > 10 eV.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a novel concept that may lead to a better understanding of electrical
breakdown in gases under non-uniform field conditions. Evidence was presented that the
loss of electrons via attachment to high-lying excited electronic states of molecules could
play a significant role in corona discharges, leading to the observed enhancement in
breakdovn voltage under non-uniform field conditions. Further basic and breakdown studies
are needed to test this concept.
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